STAFF REPORT
ACTION REQUIRED
251-255 King Street East and 37 Sherbourne Street and
2 Abbey Lane - Rezoning and Site Plan Approval
Request for Direction Report
Date:

November 3, 2009

To:

Toronto and East York Community Council

From:

Director, Community Planning, Toronto and East York District

Wards:

Ward 28 – Toronto Centre-Rosedale

Reference
08 186000 STE 28 OZ and 08 186022 STE 28 SA
Number:

SUMMARY
The applicant has appealed the rezoning application to the Ontario Municipal Board
(OMB) due to Council’s failure to make a decision within the time allotted by the
Planning Act. The associated Site Plan application has also been appealed. A prehearing conference is to be held on November 17, 2009. A hearing is set to commence in
early 2010.
Since the appeal, the applicant has
submitted a revised application to the City
which Planning staff have circulated.
Appropriate agencies and City departments
are continuing to evaluate the revised
proposal.
The revised application before the OMB is
to permit the redevelopment of 251-255
King Street East, 37 Sherbourne Street and
2 Abbey Lane to construct a 17-storey
mixed use building and reconstruct 2
elevations of the existing heritage building
(251 King Street East). The proposed
development will include 138 units with
285 square metres of commercial space on
the ground floor.
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This report recommends refusal of the proposal to amend the Zoning By-law and the
associated Site Plan application.

RECOMMENDATIONS
The City Planning Division recommends that:
1.

City Council authorize the City Solicitor and appropriate City staff to attend the
Ontario Municipal Board to oppose the Ontario Municipal Board appeal and
referral made by the applicant on the applications for Zoning By-law Amendment
Application No. 08 186000 STE 28 OZ and Site Plan Application No. 08 186022
STE 28 SA.

2.

City Council endorse a Development Strategy for the lands known municipally as
251-255 King Street East, 37 Sherbourne Street and 2 Abbey Lane substantially
as set out in Attachment 9 and within this report as a basis for a settlement at the
Ontario Municipal Board.

3.

City Council authorize entering into and execution of an agreement pursuant to
Section 37 of the Planning Act to secure the provision of public benefits and
related matters in the event that a settlement is achieved or, should there be no
settlement, the Ontario Municipal Board enacts amendments to the Zoning Bylaw for the City of Toronto providing for such an agreement.

Financial Impact
The recommendations in this report have no financial impact.

DECISION HISTORY
The property at 251 King Street East was listed on the City of Toronto Inventory of
Heritage Properties on June 20, 1973.
The Zoning By-law amendment and Site Plan applications were submitted on July 24,
2008. A preliminary report was considered by Toronto and East York Community
Council at its meeting on September 9, 2008, and by City Council at its meeting on
September 24 and 25, 2008.
Following an appeal by the applicant to the Ontario Municipal Board on June 12, 2009
arising from Council’s failure to approve the applications, the applicant submitted on
June 18 and June 19, 2009 applications to demolish the listed heritage property under the
Ontario Building Code and under the Ontario Heritage Act respectively.
In response to the application to demolish, following consultation by staff with the
Toronto Preservation Board at its meeting on August 5, 2009, City Council at its meeting
on August 5 and 6, 2009 stated its intention to designate the property at 251 King Street
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East under Part IV, Section 29 of the Ontario Heritage Act. No objections to this
designation were received by the City Clerk’s Office.
At its meeting on September 24, 2009, the Toronto Preservation Board considered a
report dated September 11, 2009 from the Director of Policy and Research, City Planning
Division requesting an amendment to the study area boundary for the St. Lawrence
Heritage Conservation District Study Area. On October 13, 2009, Community Council
approved the expansion of the St. Lawrence Heritage Conservation District Study Area.
On October 19, 2009 the applicant submitted an application to demolish the designated
heritage property in accordance with Section 30 Subsection (2) and Section 34
Subsection (1) of the Ontario Heritage Act.

ISSUE BACKGROUND
Proposal
The proposal is for a 17-storey (52 metre) mixed use building (including one-storey
mechanical) with 138 residential units, retail at grade and 90 parking spaces on six levels
underground. The unit mix proposed is 103 one-bedroom (75%) and 35 two-bedroom
(25%) units. The main entrance to the new building is proposed to be on King Street
East. Vehicular access to the six-level underground parking is proposed on the south side
of the development site via the existing public laneway. A total of 83 residential and 21
visitor bike parking spaces are proposed. A total of 206 square metres of indoor amenity
is proposed. No outdoor amenity space is proposed. The proposed tower floorplate is
approximately 672 square metres.
It is proposed that the heritage property at 251 King Street East be demolished through
documentation and disassembly of the entire structure. The north and west walls are to
be accurately reconstructed using salvaged materials to form part of the King Street East
and Sherbourne Street elevations of the project. According to the applicant, demolition is
proposed primarily because of the poor condition of the existing building masonry and its
subsequent inability to withstand the impact of vibration resulting from the development
excavation for the six levels of underground parking.
Planning staff are of the opinion that the proposed development does not satisfy the built
form, protection of heritage and amenity space requirements in the Official Plan and
Zoning By-law.
Planning staff also think that the proposed built form and setbacks for this development
are not in keeping with the neighbourhood context or the Design Review Panel’s
recommendations for this proposal.
OMB Appeal
On June 12, 2009, the City Clerk’s Office received notification that the applicant filed an
appeal of the Rezoning and Site Plan applications to the Ontario Municipal Board, citing
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Council’s failure to make a decision on the application within the respective timeframe as
prescribed by the Planning Act.

Site and Surrounding Area
The site is located on the southeast corner of King Street East and Sherbourne Street.
The site measures 22 metres by 39 metres and has a total area of 850 square metres. It is
currently occupied by:
-

251 King Street East, a three storey building with offices;
255 King Street East, a two-storey building with retail at grade and commercial
above; and
37 Sherbourne Street (2 Abbey Lane), a two-storey building with commercial at
grade and above.

North: King Street East beyond which are mixed-use buildings ranging from one to three
storeys, with retail uses generally at-grade. At the northwest corner of King
Street East and Sherbourne Street is a condominium building known as Mozo,
which is a 15-storey mixed use building with a height of approximately 54 metres.
At the northeast corner of King Street East and Sherbourne Street is a
condominium building known as King’s Court which is a 17-storey residential
building with retail at-grade and a height of approximately 54 metres.
South: A two-storey building with retail at grade and residential uses above.
East: A building known as Abbey Lane Lofts, which is a stepped seven-storey
condominium building with retail uses at grade. The building is approximately 25
metres in height. Further east is East Lofts, a 17-storey residential building with
commercial uses at grade. The overall height of this building is approximately 46
metres.
West: Sherbourne Street beyond which along King Street East are a series of threestorey mixed use buildings.

Provincial Policy Statement and Provincial Plans
The Planning Act in Section 2(d) provides that the conservation of features of significant
cultural or historical interest are a matter of provincial interest which the City Council
shall have regard to in making its decision under the Planning Act. Other provincial
policies include those related to intensification such as Section 2(f); the efficient use of
transportation, sewage and water services and waste management systems; and 2(g) the
promotion of development that is designated to be sustainable, to support public transit
and to be oriented to pedestrians.
The Provincial Policy Statement (PPS) provides policy direction on matters of provincial
interest related to land use planning and development. The PPS sets the policy
foundation for regulating the development and use of land. The PPS provides that
cultural heritage resources provide important environmental, economic and social
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benefits and the wise use and management of these resources over the long term is stated
to be a key provincial interest. Other key objectives include: building strong
communities; wise use and management of resources; and, protecting public health and
safety. Policy 2.6 of the PPS provides that significant built heritage resources and
significant cultural heritage landscapes shall be conserved. The term “conserve” is
defined in the PPS to include “the protection, use and/or management of cultural
heritage…. resources in such a way that their heritage values, attributes and integrity are
retained.” City Council’s decisions are required to be consistent with the PPS.
The Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe provides a framework for managing
growth in the Greater Golden Horseshoe including: directions for where and how to
grow; the provision of infrastructure to support growth; and protecting natural systems
and cultivating a culture of conservation. City Council’s planning decisions are required
to conform, or not conflict, with the Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe.
Staff have reviewed the proposed development for consistency with the PPS, for
conformity with the Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe and have had regard
to Section 2 of the Planning Act.

Official Plan
The Official Plan for the City of Toronto designates the subject site as Regeneration
Areas within the Downtown and Central Core urban structure area. The policies within
this designation are contained in Section 4.7.
Section 4.7.1 c) requires an urban form that restores, re-uses and retains existing
buildings that are economically adaptable to re-use particularly heritage buildings and
structures.
Section 4.7.2 provides development criteria when reviewing new development in
Regeneration Areas. Subsection e) requires a heritage strategy when identifying
important heritage resources and to conserve these resources.
The policies in Chapter 3 of the Plan complement and support the City’s growth strategy
by integrating social, economic, and environmental perspectives in decision-making to
create an attractive City, with a strong economy and liveable communities.
The planning review has been considered with a particular view to the built environment
policies of Section 3.1 of the Plan which addresses how the development improves the
public realm, is organized to provide joint access and underground parking, and is
massed to fit harmoniously into the planned context and limit impacts on neighbouring
streets, parks, open spaces and properties. The impact can be reduced by creating
appropriate transitions in scale to neighbouring existing buildings, providing adequate
light and privacy, and limiting shadowing.
Other relevant Official Plan policies that apply to this proposal include:
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Section 3.1.2. 1 a) of the Plan requires that on corner sites the new development should
be located along both adjacent street frontages and give prominence to the corner.
Section 3.1.2.3 a) requires that new building massing frame adjacent streets in a way that
respects the existing and/or planned street proportion.
Section 3.1.2.6 requires that every significant new multi-unit residential development
provide indoor and outdoor amenity space for residents of the new development. Zoning
Bylaw 438-86 further requires that two square metres/unit be provided for both indoor
and outdoor amenity space.
Section 3.1.3 of the Official Plan promotes the massing of new buildings to be located
and oriented on the site that have a relationship to the base building (podium).
Section 3.1.5.8 Heritage Resources further requires that any additional gross floor area
may be permitted in excess of what is permitted in the Zoning By-law for lands
designated Regeneration Areas for a lot containing a conserved heritage building and
new development provided that the application includes the conservation of a building or
structure designated under the Ontario Heritage Act.

King-Parliament Secondary Plan
The proposed development is also subject to policies and principles contained within the
Regeneration Area ‘A’ (Jarvis-Parliament) section of the King-Parliament Secondary
Plan. This section stipulates that the Jarvis-Parliament will be regarded as an area
targeted for growth, having mix of compatible land uses including commercial, industrial,
institutional, residential, live/work and entertainment uses within new and existing ones.
The Secondary Plan also stipulates that the retention and re-use of existing buildings,
especially heritage buildings will be encouraged. Section 4.4 states that new buildings
should achieve a compatible relationship with heritage buildings in their context through
consideration of such matters as, but not limited to, building height, massing, scale,
setbacks, stepbacks and architectural character and expression.
Section 3.1.2 identifies the unique characteristics of the ‘Special Streets’ in King
Parliament and includes King Street as a “Special Street” and the quality and role must be
maintained and enhanced. The Plan outlines the original ten blocks of the Old Town of
York and identified this area as a “Special Identity” area.
The King-Parliament Secondary Plan is available on the City's website at:
www.toronto.ca/planning/official_plan/pdf_secondary/15_king_parliament_june2006.pdf

Zoning
The site is zoned RA (Reinvestment Area) which permits a number of residential uses,
with a height limit of 30 metres. The applicant seeks to amend the zoning by-law to
allow for the proposed building height of 52 metres (including mechanical). Further, the
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zoning by-law limits the height of buildings at the lot line to 16 metres, above which an
angular plane of 44 degrees is to be maintained.

City of Toronto Tall Building Guidelines
The Tall Building Guidelines provide direction on matters related to the scale of
buildings, building floor plate diameter and spatial separation. Key criteria in the
Guidelines are minimum step back from the podium of 5 metres, minimum side and rear
yard tower setbacks of 12.5 metres abutting lot lines with the potential for a tower, and
articulation of tower floor plates that are larger than 743 square metres to break down the
massing of the building.

Design Review Panel
At its meeting of June 27-29, 2006, City Council authorized the creation of the Design
Review Panel Pilot Project (DRP) consisting of a 12-member advisory panel. The DRP
is designed to provide independent advice, during the development approval process for
public and municipal development in selected areas across the City, with the goal of
helping to ensure a high level of urban design that fits well into the cityscape.
The King-Parliament Secondary Plan has been selected by Council as one of the areas of
the City within which development proposals are to be reviewed by the Design Review
Panel. The applicant’s project is located within King-Parliament and it proposes a
significant redevelopment. The proposed development has the potential to play a key
role in the overall development of the east end of the Regeneration Areas of JarvisParliament.
The proposal for 251 King Street East was reviewed by the Design Review Panel on
September 24, 2008.

Site Plan Control
The proposed development is subject to site plan control. An application for Site Plan
approval has been submitted (File number 2008 186022 STE 28 SA). This application
was also appealed to the Ontario Municipal Board.

Reasons for Application
The applicant seeks to amend By-law 438-86, as amended, because the proposed
building’s height of 52 metres (inclusive of mechanical penthouse) and massing,
specifically along King Street East, are not in compliance with the Zoning By-law.
Specifically, By-law 438-86 permits a maximum building height of 30 metres. The site is
subject to an exception in 12(2)246 of the Zoning By-law, which applies to the King
Street East frontage and limits the height of buildings at the lot line to 16 metres, above
which an angular plane of 44 degrees is to be maintained. In addition the project is
deficient in terms of the amount of proposed indoor amenity space (276 square metres is
required versus the 206 square metres proposed); outdoor amenity space (the applicant is
supplying no outdoor amenity space) and reduction in the number of on-site visitor
parking spaces (eight spaces are required while the applicant is supplying five spaces).
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Community Consultation
A community consultation meeting was held on November 6, 2008. Approximately 100
members of the public attended the meeting. Comments made included:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

The removal of one of the very old buildings still in existence within the
original ten blocks of the town of York is not appropriate;
The density and height of the proposed tower is excessive;
The proposed development ignores the angular plane requirement along
King Street East;
The proposal negatively impacts the adjacent property to the east (Abbey
Lane Lofts);
The new building would block views;
Proposal cast new shadows on the neighbourhood;
The proposed building requires a greater stepback from King Street East;
and
The proposed building is not relating well to the character, scale and
dimensions of adjacent public streets.

The majority of the attendees were in opposition to the proposed development.
City Planning staff also received written comments with similar concerns after the
community consultation meeting.

Agency Circulation
During the City of Toronto work disruption in 2009, the applicant submitted a revised
application including the following updated documents; Planning Rationale Report,
Heritage Impact Statement, Traffic Impact Study and Functional Servicing Report and a
Site Servicing Plan. The revised application was circulated on August 20, 2009 and all
agency comments have not yet been received. The outstanding comments will be
available for the OMB hearing.

COMMENTS
Height/Massing
Official plan policies in Section 3.1.2 Built Form and Section 3.1.3 relating to Built Form
– Tall Buildings were used to evaluate the proposed height and massing.
The proposed height of the 17-storey plus mechanical penthouse building is
approximately 52 metres and is 22 metres higher than By-law 438-86 permits. The
adjacent residential buildings in the immediate area range from 46.3 metres to 53.8
metres in height.
Planning staff do not support the massing as proposed with particular reference to the
impact this proposal will have on the existing designated heritage building and on the
abutting Abbey Lane Lofts.
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In accordance with the Official Plan, Section 3.1.2 Built Form policies, this proposed
development located at the intersection of two streets does not fit within its existing
and/or planned context. The proposed massing of the building does not create an
appropriate transition in scale with existing adjacent buildings, particularly the Abbey
Lane Lofts. The proposed design of the building would remove adequate light and
privacy from the existing adjacent balconies.
Section 3.1.3 of the Official Plan promotes the massing of new buildings to be located
and oriented on the site that have a relationship to the base building (podium). The
proposed reveal and setback from the existing heritage building and from the proposed
podium provide little separation or transition between the base and the tower. Section
12(2)246 of Zoning By-law 438-86 further limits the height of the building at the lot line
to 16 metres and then a 44 degree angular plane along King Street East.
In the case of the proposed building, the King Street East frontage height is 19.70 metres
with a six storey podium at the lot line and a 1.71 metre reveal from the existing threestorey heritage building and a 2 metre setback from the top of the podium. For the
Sherbourne Street frontage there is a proposed 1.61 metre reveal from the existing
heritage building and a 1.78 metre setback from the top of the podium. The proposed
building penetrates the required angular plane. The width and depth of the reveals and
setbacks from Sherbourne Street and King Street East are not sufficient enough to frame
the heritage façade of the existing designated building from the street and give it
prominence.
Currently, the applicant’s proposal is for a six-storey podium from the lot line along King
Street East with a 2.5 metre setback on the 7th floor. This proposal does not align with
the existing setback from Abbey Lane Lofts or the existing balconies of Abbey Lane
Lofts. This proposal will construct a blank wall on the western side of the Abbey Lane
Lofts balconies.
Along Abbey Lane, the applicant’s proposal has a four-storey podium with a street
setback above the 4th floor of 4.5 metres. The existing sunlight conditions would be
modified significantly.

Heritage
The property at 251 King Street East is designated under Part IV, Section 29 of the
Ontario Heritage Act. The current proposal includes the demolition and partial
reconstruction of 2 walls of this designated building. This approach in accordance with
Parks Canada document “Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic
Places in Canada” and endorsed by City Council, is not considered a legitimate
conservation strategy by Planning staff given the extent of the alteration proposed and the
potential for rehabilitation of the resource.
Official Plan policy 3.1.5.8 requires that any additional gross floor area may be permitted
in excess of what is permitted in the Zoning By-law for lands designated Regeneration
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Areas for a lot containing a conserved heritage building and new development provided
that the application includes the conservation of a building or structure designated under
the Ontario Heritage Act. As noted earlier in this report, the applicant is not conserving
the heritage building. What the applicant is proposing to do is reconstruct 2 elevations of
the heritage building.
The proposed development does not satisfy the King Parliament Secondary Plan as the
Plan requires that new buildings should achieve a compatible relationship with heritage
buildings in their context through consideration of such matters as, but not limited to,
massing, scale, setbacks and stepbacks. The proposed stepbacks are only 1.71 metres
along King Street East and 1.68 metres along Sherbourne Street above the existing
heritage building. The stepback is not sufficient enough to define the existing heritage
building on both streets.
Planning staff further reviewed the Heritage Impact Statement (HIS) dated July 21, 2008
and a supplemental HIS dated May 14, 2009 prepared by ERA Architects Inc. The May
14, 2009 report was prepared in response to the concerns raised by Planning staff
regarding the broader impact the demolition of this building may have on the character of
the area. The recommended option outlined in the HIS is to rebuild the principal north
and west elevations using as much original material as can be salvaged from the
dismantling process.
The May 14, 2009 Supplemental Heritage Impact Statement also argues against any
negative impact by the proposed development on the original 10 blocks comprising the
original Town of York. The significant redevelopment that has already occurred in this
area, and the few original heritage buildings that remain, are presented as justification for
the proposed development. The report does not address the neighbourhood context
beyond the original ten blocks, namely the more broadly defined Old Town
neighbourhood.
Planning staff think that this approach to reconstruct is not a legitimate heritage
conservation strategy. A conservation strategy to rehabilitate the existing heritage
building in advance of construction was not pursued by the applicant.
Staff advise that further development intensification that proposes height significantly
above that which is historically characteristic of this neighbourhood, should reasonably
be assessed in the context of a Heritage Conservation District Study for this area.

Heritage Conservation District
With regard to the impacts of the proposed development on the broader context, the Old
Town unarguably represents the City’s most historic neighbourhood. Development
within this neighbourhood should be assessed within a planning framework designed to
protect the heritage character of this area. Planning staff are of the opinion that the study
of the Old Town neighbourhood including, but not limited to, the original ten blocks of
the Town of York as a Heritage Conservation District Study area is a priority given the
pace and scale of redevelopment in this neighbourhood, the potential threat it poses to the
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conservation both of individual resources, and of the identity of this neighbourhood as a
place of significant cultural heritage value.
Heritage Preservation Services staff are currently working toward the preparation of a
Heritage Conservation District (HCD) Study to inform development in the Old Town.
Community Council approved an amendment to the study area boundary on October 13,
2009 and funds have recently been secured to fund this study. It is anticipated that the
study will be initiated early in 2010.

Design Review Panel
On September 24, 2008, the proposal was presented to the Urban Design Review Panel.
The Panel provided commentary on the proposal’s sustainable design, response to
context, pedestrian realm, built form and articulation. The Panel noted that the subject
site is at the confluence of three different neighbourhoods (Corktown, Distillery District
and the financial core); the Panel stressed the important role that this proposal will play in
terms of integrating the built form of these neighbourhoods. This role is heightened by
the prominent corner location of the site, and the subsequent vistas to it. As such, it was
suggested that the proposal needs improvement with access to sunlight, over bulky built
form and significant concerns over setbacks and stepbacks.
The Panel recommended that further design work is needed to improve the relationship of
the proposed built form relative to existing and approved context. Specifically, the
developer is to address:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

8)
9)
10)

Height, setbacks and datum lines of existing context;
Street corner environment, through changes to massing and setback;
Sun/shadow conditions (angular plane as acknowledged by the building
east of the proposed site – Abbey Lane Lofts);
Creating greater contrast by increasing the reveal separating the two
portions (tower and podium);
Maintaining the integrity of the existing openings in the heritage building
rather than implementing the proposed “cut-outs”;
Introducing a greater level of transparency in the new building,
particularly at-grade;
Enhancing the balance of new podium façade relative to the heritage
building, including lowering the height of the podium to improve street
proportions and relationship to the adjacent buildings;
Carrying scale, proportions and articulation of heritage façade into new
façade;
Developing the degree of building transparency at street level, including
maintaining existing conditions within the heritage building;
Re-examining the almost equal balance in height between the heritage
building and the levels above it with a view to increasing the visual
contrast between these two elements, particularly along the King Street
East elevation; and
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11)

Applying the vertical and horizontal fenestration pattern of the heritage
building into the new building.

Minutes of the above noted Design Panel discussion which provides more details on the
discussion are found in Attachment 8.

Amenity Space
The Zoning By-law 438-86, as amended, requires 276 square metres of indoor and
outdoor amenity space (two square metres per unit) for 251-255 King Street East. The
proposal includes indoor residential amenity space of approximately 206 square metres or
approximately 1.5 square metres/unit. No outdoor amenity space has been provided.
Planning staff think that the proposed reduction in indoor amenity space and no planned
outdoor amenity space is unacceptable. The area is located in a deficient open space area
of the City and every effort should be made to accommodate additional amenity space
on-site in accordance with the zoning by-law requirement. The indoor amenity space
could be easily achieved given the layout of the proposed podium floor plans. There is
sufficient room on the top floor adjacent to the mechanical room to place outdoor
amenity space.

Provincial Policy Statement
Planning staff are of the opinion that the proposed reconstruction of the 251 King Street
East heritage resources are not adequately being conserved. Section 2(d) of the Planning
Act requires the conservation of historic features. Planning staff are of the opinion that
this section of the Act would be contravened. The proposed demolition and
reconstruction of the building does not adequately satisfy the conservation requirements
in the PPS. Specifically, policy 2.6 relating to the conservation of heritage resources
would be contravened.

Alternative Development Strategy
Planning staff believe that intensification is a desirable objective for this site subject to
siting, massing and the maintaining of the existing heritage building in situ.
After further review of Official Plan policies and the Design Review Panel’s position,
Planning staff have created a Development Strategy where development may be
considered at 251-255 King Street East, 37 Sherbourne Street and 2 Abbey Lane subject
to the following recommended Development Strategy as described below and found in
the comparable table in Attachment 9:

Relationship to the Heritage Building
(a)

A minimum 5 metre clear stepback on King Street East and 2.5 metre stepback on
Sherbourne Street of the new construction should be provided above the 4th floor.
The 4th floor contains an architectural feature which frames the heritage facade.
This stepback is to occur on both the King Street East and Sherbourne Street
elevations.
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(b)

In addition to this stepback, the building above the podium should be clad in a
material, such as glass, that contrasts the existing heritage structure. This echos
the Design Panel’s comments to create a material difference between new
building and the heritage building.

(c)

All projecting balconies should be removed from the north elevation to give better
prominence to the heritage building.

(d)

The podium of the new construction should be reduced to 4 storeys to align with
the architectural feature above the heritage building. The rhythm and proportions
of the windows in the podium of the new construction should also relate to the
existing heritage facade. The four floor podium will also have a better
relationship with the Abbey Lane Loft building immediately to the east.

Relationship to the Existing and Approved Buildings in the Area
(a)

The proposed development should be refined to better relate to the heights,
setbacks and datum lines of the existing context and have greater regard for the
angular plane along King Street East. The proposed height should be reduced to
improve sunlight on the street and have a better relationship to the existing
context, particularly to the neighbouring buildings on the south side of King
Street East.

(b)

Further setbacks should be created from the east facade to provide greater
animation and reduce the proportion of the north elevation along King Street East.
Reducing the proportion of the building's north elevation will also result in a
reduction to the shadow impact along King Street East.

(c)

The proposed development should be reduced 1 storey in order to relate better to
the existing neighbourhood context (built form, massing and impact on the public
realm); specifically the recently constructed East Lofts at 285 King Street East
and heights of other adjacent buildings.

Relationship to the Proposed Development to the Public Realm,
Views Vistas and Frontages Particularly at Street Level
(a)

The panel suggested that the proposed development be revised to maximize
sunlight at street level through building shape and height and by having greater
regard to the existing angular plane on King Street East. Reducing the podium
height of the new construction will have a positive affect as it relates to the
heritage building and the adjacent Abbey Lane Lofts and improves the shadow
impact. Reducing the overall height of the project and reducing the floor plate
and bulk will also have a positive impact.

(b)

The panel also suggested maintaining the existing (original) condition at-grade of
the heritage building and maximizing transparency at-grade of the new
construction. The existing building should be restored according to the original
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conditions which have been well documented. The remainder of the podium of
the new construction should have a greater amount of transparency at-grade to
contrast the heritage building and animate the public realm.

Amenity Space Requirements
The applicant should provide the required 276 square metres of indoor and outdoor
amenity spaces based on two square metres per unit. The outdoor amenity space could be
provided on the roof of the 16th floor. The indoor amenity space must be included in a
multi-purpose room(s) at least one of which contains a kitchen and a washroom as
required by By-law 438-86, as amended.

Section 37
The Official Plan contains policies pertaining to the provision of community benefits for
increases in height and/or density pursuant to Section 37 of the Planning Act.
The community benefits recommended to be negotiated during the Ontario Municipal
Board.

Conclusion
Planning staff do not support this development proposal as it does not adequately protect
the existing heritage building as required by Official Plan policies. The PPS is also being
contravened as the built heritage resource is not being adequately conserved.
The proposed conservation approach which includes the disassembly of the entire
heritage building and the reconstruction of 2 elevations using salvaged materials is not
considered a legitimate conservation strategy given the extent of alteration proposed and
the potential for rehabilitation of the resource.
The heritage impact statements do not suggest the heritage building is in any way
structurally unsound, or that it cannot be stabilized using appropriate methods to repair
the masonry and foundation to allow the building to survive in situ well into the future.
In this respect, the proposed demolition of the heritage structure is entirely predicated on
the development proposal.
Further modification is also required to the built form and massing of the proposed
development in response to various Official Plan policies and comments received from
the Design Review Panel. These modifications are intended to improve, the relationship
of the heritage with the new components of the building, and the buildings relationship to
the existing and planned context.
Staff is of the opinion that further development intensification that proposes height
significantly above that which is historically characterized in this neighbourhood, should
be assessed in the context of a Heritage Conservation District Study.
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In the absence of a Heritage Conservation District Study, staff are prepared to consider
additional height provided the applicant agrees to undertake a conservation strategy that
retains the two principal facades of the heritage building in situ and work within the
development strategy (changes to the massing, built form and angular plane) as noted in
this report and as summarized in Attachment 9.

CONTACT
Michael Hynes, Senior Planner
Tel. No. 416-397-1761
Fax No. 416-392-1330
E-mail:
mhynes@toronto.ca

SIGNATURE

_______________________________
Raymond David, Director
Community Planning, Toronto and East York District
(P:\2009\Cluster B\pln\teycc29317530083.doc) - smc
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Attachment 1: Site Plan
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Attachment 2: North Elevation
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Attachment 3: West Elevation
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Attachment 4: South Elevation
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Attachment 5: East Elevation
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Attachment 6: Zoning
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Attachment 7: Application Data Sheet
Application Type
Details
Municipal Address:
Location Description:
Project Description:

Rezoning
Application Number:
08-186000 STE 28 OZ
Rezoning, Standard
Application Date:
July 24, 2008
251-255 King Street East, 37 Sherbourne Street and 2 Abbey Lane
Southeast corner of Sherbourne Street and King Street East
Application for the redevelopment of the site to permit the construction of a 17
storey mixed use building on the lands containing ground floor commercial and
residential. The proposal is to incorporate heritage facade of the existing building
located at 251 King Street East.

Applicant:

Agent:

Architect:

Owner:

Aird and Berlis
181 Bay Street, STE
1800, Toronto, ON, M5J
2T9

Same as applicant

TACT Design,
1664 Queen Street West,
Toronto, ON, M6R 1B2

1456776 Ontario Limited,
251 King Street East
Toronto, ON M5H 1K2

PLANNING CONTROLS
Official Plan Designation:
Zoning:
Height Limit (m):

Regeneration Areas
RA
30

Site Specific Provision:
Historical Status:
Site Plan Control Area:

Y
Y

PROJECT INFORMATION
Site Area (sq. m):
Frontage (m):
Depth (m):
Total Ground Floor Area (sq. m):
Total Residential GFA (sq. m):
Total Non-Residential GFA (sq. m):
Total GFA (sq. m):
Lot Coverage Ratio (%):
Floor Space Index:

850
22.02
38.61
774
10650
285
10935
91
12.87

DWELLING UNITS

FLOOR AREA BREAKDOWN (upon project completion)

Tenure Type:
Rooms:
Bachelor:
1 Bedroom:
2 Bedroom:
3 + Bedroom:
Total Units:
CONTACT:

Condo
0
0
103 75%
35 25%
0
138

Height:

Residential GFA (sq. m):
Retail GFA (sq. m):
Office GFA (sq. m):
Industrial GFA (sq. m):
Institutional/Other GFA (sq. m):

PLANNER NAME:
TELEPHONE:

Storeys:
Metres:

17
52.95

Parking Spaces:
Loading Docks

Above Grade
10650
285
0
0
0

Total
90
1

Below Grade
0
0
0
0
0

Michael Hynes, Senior Planner – mhynes@toronto.ca
(416) 397-1761
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Attachment 8: Design Panel Minutes

Project 1 MINUTES: September 24, 2008
King-Parliament Pilot Area
Address 251 - 255 King Street West
Use residential
Application Status Rezoning and site plan application
Designer Prishram Jain, TACT Design Inc.
Owner Rams Head Development Inc.
Review First
City Staff James Parakh, Urban Design; Michael Hynes, Community Planning;
Sherry Pedersen, Heritage Preservation Services
Conflict of Interest: Eric Turcotte
Evaluation: Refine – 1; Redesign - 5

Introduction
City staff outlined the area context, history and area policy priorities, and sought the Panel’s
advice on the following:
How does the proposed built form relate to the existing and approved buildings in the area?
How well is the heritage building integrated within the new proposal?
How well does the overall proposal respond to its public realm including views, vistas and
frontages particularly at street level)?
The applicant team described the design rationale and responded to questions from the Panel.

Panel’s Consensus on Key Aspects Needing Improvement
Q 1 - How does the proposed built form relate to the existing and approved buildings in
the area?
The panel recommends that further design work is needed to improve the relationship of the
proposed built form relative to existing and approved context, and provides the following
comments:
Develop design to address:
- height, setbacks and datum lines of existing context
- street corner environment, through changes to massing and setback
- sun/shadow conditions (angular plane as acknowledged by building east of site)
Develop animation/articulation of south and east façade, including:
- setback of façade to allow introduction of windows
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Q2 - How well is the heritage building integrated within the new proposal?
The panel recommends that further design work is needed to improve the integration of the
heritage building within the new proposal, and provides the following comments:
Develop clearer articulation of new construction from the existing heritage building,
including:
- setback of new construction from plane of existing heritage building
- create a material difference between new and heritage, to provide greater contrast
- maintain the spirit of the original heritage building within the replicated version
- reconsider the proposed cut-outs at north-west and south-west corners
- enhance the balance of new podium façade relative to heritage building, including:
- lowering height of podium to improve street proportions and relationship to adjacent
buildings
- reducing width of new façade flanking both sides of heritage building
- making reveal less solid and dark
- carrying scale, proportions and articulation of heritage façade into new façade
Q3 - How well does the overall proposal respond to its public realm including views,
vistas and frontages particularly at street level?
The panel recommends that further design work is needed to improve response to the public
realm, and provides the following comments:
Develop design to providing maximum sunlight at street level through attention to:
- building shape and height
- Develop the degree of building transparency at street level, including:
- maintaining existing conditions within the heritage building
- maximize transparency within new construction

Related Commentary
The Panel was appreciative of the complexities of this corner development site, noting that
it’s location along a north-south street – where the location of taller buildings generally
results in less shadowing concerns - was balanced by its frontage along an east-west street –
where the shadowing effect of taller buildings can be more problematic. Additional
challenges with the site come from it’s need to relate to its setting within the King-Parliament
neighbourhood, which is an area that the Panel described as both gracious and successful in
terms of its built form. Panelists generally felt that the proposal had the potential to meet this
challenge, however they also felt
that it needed to respond better to a variety of conditions in order to do it successfully.
These conditions were as follows:
Access to Sunlight
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Acknowledging the attempt of the building to the immediate east of the site to address the
angular plane requirements of the zoning by-law which allow for access to sunlight on King
Street East, the Panel was unsure as to why a similar attempt was not being made with this
proposal. Subsequently, the Panel suggested that the proponent should either give more
regard to this angular plane in the proposal’s built form, or provide further justification as to
why the proposed height is appropriate for this location.
Building Form and Scale
The Panel felt that the building was overly bulky, to the degree that its form detracted from
its ability to relate to the existing and approved buildings in the area. To illustrating this,
panelists drew attention to “unresponsive” portions of the proposal such as the east façade,
which contains very few windows, and the southern façade, which does not appear to be
designed in a way that maximizes its prominent southern exposure. The Proponent was
therefore encouraged to examine ways of increasing the life and animation of these facades,
either through the use of additional glazing or introduction of additional balconies. The also
Panel suggested that the intrusion of balconies into the setback portion of the building at the
northern façade (King Street East) did not seem to relate as well with established setbacks in
the area.
The Panel felt that the heritage building was significant for contextual reasons, as opposed to
an architectural landmark, and suggested that its integration into the new construction was a
suitable method for its retention. The Panel indicated, however, that the approach would be
more successful if the contrast between the old and new buildings was enhanced further.
Suggestions for how this could be done were as follows:
-

-

re-examine the almost equal balance in height between the heritage building and the
levels above it with a view to increasing the visual contrast between these two
elements, particularly along the King Street East elevation
create greater contrast by increasing the reveal separating the two portions; and/or by
setting the new building back from the plane of the heritage building
maintain the integrity of the existing openings in the heritage building rather than
implementing the proposed “cut-outs”
introduce a greater level of transparency in the new building, particularly at-grade
introduce a greater contrast of materials between the two forms

In commenting on the proposal’s contribution to the public realm, the Panel again suggested
that increasing access to sunlight at the pedestrian level would help serve to create a more
successful street-related environment.
Other opportunities for improving the pedestrian level of the proposal were also identified,
with the general emphasis of these being upon the interaction of the heritage building with
the new construction. Specific suggestions as to how this interaction could be enhanced
included:
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-

-

reconsidering the cut-outs of the heritage building, similar to the reason outlined
above, but also in order to create a more successful corner condition
introducing more glazing to the lower level of the new building; and
applying the vertical and horizontal fenestration pattern of the heritage building into
the new building
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Attachment 9 – Development Strategy Table
Built Form
Proposed Built Form

Revised submission
A 17-storey mixed use building.

Development Strategy
A 15-storey (plus
mechanical) mixed use
building with improved
stepbacks and relationship
to the heritage building and
adjacent building.

6 floors

4 floors
No projecting balconies on
King Street East.

Existing Heritage
Building

Projecting balconies along King
Street East and Sherbourne
Street.
Reconstruction of north and west
elevations.

Reveal Heritage
Building

1.71 meters on King Street East
1.61 metres on Sherbourne Street

Massing

Applications further refined in
accordance with the comments of
the design review panel.

Reduce and refine to
improve relationships to the
heritage building and
Abbey Lane Lofts and
neighbourhooding context.

Stepback from
Heritage Building

Commencing on the 7th floor
with 1.78 metre setback on
Sherbourne Street and
approximately 2 metres on King
Street East.

Commencing on the 5th
floor with 5.0 metres on
King Street East and 3.0
metres on Sherbourne Street
elevations.

Podium Height
Balconies

Rehabilitation, and
retention in-situ of north
and west elevations.
3.0 metres on King Street
East
2.5 metres on Sherbourne
Street
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Built Form
Outdoor Amenity
Space

Revised submission
None provided

Development Strategy
Sufficient amount of
outdoor amenity space can
be placed on the roof of the
proposed building.
276 square metres in
accordance with by-law
438-86, as amended.

Indoor Amenity
Space

206 square metres

Tower Floor Plate

672 square metres

Approximately 600 square
metres

Setbacks Relating to
Impact and
Adjacency on Abbey
Lane Lofts – on King
Street East

3.55 metres from the property
line. The application does not
align with the existing setbacks
of Abbey Lane Lofts or the
existing balconies at Abbey Lane
Lofts.

Increase setback of 5.5
metres from the heritage
façade immediately
adjacent to Abbey Lane
Lofts for an approximate
width of 6 metres west of
Abbey Lane Lofts.

Setbacks Relating to
Impact and
Adjacency on Abbey
Lane Lofts – On
Abbey Lane

4.5 metres from Abbey Lane.
The application does not align
with the existing setbacks of
Abbey Lane Lofts.

Increase setback of 7.0
metres from Abbey Lane
immediately adjacent to
Abbey Lane Lofts for an
approximate width of 8.3
metres west of Abbey Lane
Lofts.

None proposed by applicant

The applicant will have to
enter into a Section 37
Agreement with the City.

Section 37 Benefits
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